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a place to create

| space is a “drop-in style” studio for businesses, academic institutions, non-profits,
and professionals to create video content in a broadcast studio environment with multiple
set and technology options.
Offering

and dozens of furniture combinations, access to our controlled

studio offers the ability to
or professionally

video for traditional uses (web, social media, LMS, etc),

a live webinar backed on a fiber connection.
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Book
Studio Time
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Design
Your Set

3

Come To
The Studio!

Within 24 hours of filming, your video files
are delivered for download!
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We handle all of the technology so you don’t have to!
When you arrive, you are greeted by a
oversee all technical aspects of your filming.

who will

Our studio camera is equipped with a teleprompter that
may display a script or slides to help you present.

Note for mirroring:

Prior to coming to the studio, you will have chosen
the set design, provided scripts and
slides (optional).
When you arrive to the studio, a Studio Manager
will greet you and help you settle in. You will find
the studio space is set and ready to go.
The Studio Manager is responsible for all things technical! They will set the
camera shot, assist in wiring your microphone, turning of lights, loading
scripts in the teleprompter, loading slides and recording your videos.

Your project will be recorded (or streamed) using
. If you wish
to use the teleprompter to display slides or scripts,
the Studio Manager will load the files.

If your presentation is slide based, it will be
recorded using a “two box” approach. This
means the entire presentation is recorded
with the slides and your video on the screen
at the same time.
You may choose the background color
when scheduling the project.

